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::..about us..::

Atlas Elevator is a company specialized in selling,supplying,installing and
maintaining high-quality electric and hydraulic elevators and escalators
conforming to gulf and European standards and speci-fications.
the company was established in the state of kuwait and has been keen to
comply fully with the standards and conditions of public safety and security,
and as a result, it has been officially accredited by the General  Directorate of
Civil Defense extinguishing department as a company complying with the
security and safety standards set by the department.
Atlas Elevators has introduced everything new and innovative in the world of
elevators. It has become one of most important companies operating in the
Arab Gulf market, where it opened branches in most of the Gulf countries (
Saudi Arabia , Kingdom of Bahrain,Oman and Qatar).
As a part of the company's expansion and modernization of its products ,the
company has signed commercial representation agreements with major
international elevator companies. Working with partners around the world for
years, the company has provided premium quality to the community.
Atlas Elevators work is based on the strategy of diverging its elevators
according to international quality standards and providing them with modern
aesthetic standards that meet the tastes of its customers.

Thanks to God,then by a team with extensive experience,ATLAS Elevators has
made great achievements, the most important of which is the installation of
more than 14,000 elevators at the level of the Arab Gulf states with high
quality specifications in government installations,commercial complexes,
apartment buildings, restaurants,hotels, villas and palaces.



types of elevators

Persons Elevators

High rise & high speed Elevators

Service & Cargoes Elevators

Hospitals Elevators

Panorama Elevators

Cars Elevators

Machine Room less Elevators

Home Lifts

Especial Elevators

Food Elevators

Escalators

Travelators

The Machine

Italian-made

The Cabins

The cabinets and doors are made of stain.

less steel with elegant designs and decorations.



in different colors.

Equipped with a multi-speed door opening

system.

Equipped with a multimedia TFT digital.

display that can display images, videos and

audio and show floors' numbers, date and

time.

.Buttons with numbers of floors

Door opening button and door closing button.

Emergency bell button.

A fan.

Hidden fluorescent ceiling lighting.

Emergency lighting.

Intercom system.

A suitable mirror to match the decor.

Grab on the inside of the cab walls.

Electronic Control Panel

Placed inside an airtight box to prevent dust

from entering.

Multi-speed type VVVE, group system

Fully imported.

An elevator without a machine room is installed

on the last floor.



A machine room elevator is installed in the

machine room.

Safety & Security features

The ramp is equipped with an infrared sensor

along the edges of the door to keep it open if any

object crosses the elevator in line with European

safety and security standards.

It is equipped with a special emergency system

that uses the electric battery, in the event of a

power failure of the elevator, to move it to the

nearest role, open the door and exit the people

Provided with a fire system.

The possibility of opening the door with an

external key in the event of an emergency.

Emergency lighting that lights up on its own in

the event of a power failure of the elevator, showing

the Atlas logo.

Equipped with a special speed regulating.

system to stop the elevator directly in case the

speed exceeds the allowed limit.

It contains a special electronic system to sense.

.Well lighting for the well

.Alarm bell that works on batteries in the event of a power outage



The sales

ATLAS Elevators has the largest elevator showrooms in Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, Oman and Qatar

Fittingly to our customers, our experienced sales and reception staff are
always ready to serve our customers and provide all the necessary
information, and to answer all questions and inquiries of our customers
and provide advice and recommendations.

At our showrooms, ATLAS Elevators offers its customers the opportunity to
experience a real elevator before buying it. It also displays all parts and
components of elevators to allow the components and know their brands,
origin and specifications.

As a part of its commitment to provide everything that is modern and
innovative in the world of elevators, "ATLAS Elevators" is constantly
updating its designs that keep pace with the spirit of modernity according
to aesthetic standards that meet all tastes of its customers.

The annual sales figures reflect the reputation of ATLAS Elevators in the
market and the great confidence it has gained during its years of
operation.

Elevator structure

The walls of the elevator well shall be of concrete or black brick with a
thickness of at least 15 cm and clad on the inside with a layer of cement to
prevent the accumulation of dust and insects



No cables, electrical panels or any equipment of the HVAC system, water
pipes or sewage shall be placed inside the well except the elevator cables
Any inclination in the walls of the well should be excluded as it cannot be
used to increase the elevator area

Secure all electrical connections in the elevator well

Installation of a main breaker with a capacity of 100 amp Three-sided, with
a wire of a diameter of 6 mm.

Machine Room

In elevators that have a machine room, the room shall be at the top of
the elevator well and the machine, control and speed regulator shall
be placed in it. The following is to be considered

The height of the room shall be not less than 220 cm

Taking into account the full ventilation and installation of air
conditioning.

Sufficient space to ensure proper distribution of room contents and to
enable maintenance easy and safe access of the technicians to
maintenance of equipment

The room should be sealed and ensure that rain water and dust will
not enter the room.

Prepare the appropriate floor of the machine to minimize vibrations
resulting from operation and sound transmis-sion across the floor

Isolate the machine room in the case of the presence of adjacent
residential units.



Accreditations and quality certificates

ATLAS Elevators Company has been approved as a licensed company to
operate in the field of elevators. Atlas elevators are accredited by the Civil
Defense

according to the laws and regulations governing the work of elevator
companies in Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries

The elevator brands represented by ATLAS have been approved and

The company's engineers have been certified as qualified and authorized
engineers to work in the field of electric &hydraulic elevators and
escalators by the official departments in all the countries in which they
work, which is the official reference for all elevator companies in the
countries and the licensor of this field

ATLAS Elevators has been awarded the ISO 9000 certification, which
assesses companies' adherence to quality standards in business and
institutions, after auditing the offices and departments of the company
and reviewing the progress and procedures followed

ATLAS Elevators Company and ATLAS National Elevators Factory have
obtained ISO 9001 certification in the production, installation and
maintenance of elevators, doors, escalators, cabins, steel towers and
elevators with special specifications, wholesale and export of elevators as
well as spare parts, maintenance and installation

The company is working hard and diligently to develop its performance by
raising the efficiency of its engineers, technicians and administrative staff
and developing the performance of customer service on a permanent basis
and to ensure excellence in the market and maintain the well-deserved
reputation it deserves among customers.



Maintenance Service

Maintenance and after-sales services are what distinguishes ATLAS

Elevators from other competitors. Given the importance of these services

in ensuring the safety and security of elevator users and maintaining the

elevators themselves to operate with the highest efficiency and longer life,

ATLAS Eleva-tors has given utmost importance through Continuous training



and development for teams of maintenance engineers and technicians

who are capable of repairing all faults and performing emergency and

periodic maintenance works

The maintenance department is considered one of the general and vital

departments in the company. An integrated management team works via

an advanced electronic system to receive customer calls on a24-hour

hotline, direct technical teams and organize work to complete

maintenance tasks as soon as possible to ensure the safety of customers

and gain their satisfaction and trust.



Company branches


